High Tribute Paid Those Awarded
Honorary Degrees at Harvard

Following are the citations in connection with the awarding of Harvard degrees yesterday:

CHARLES HENRY TAYLOR, master of arts, manager and treasurer of the Boston Globe—“Among publishers of the daily news an acknowledged leader, to lovers of the printed book, a valued counsellor.”

JEROME DAVIS GREENE, doctor of laws, director of the Harvard tercentenary celebration and secretary to the Harvard Corporation—“Loyal friend and servant of this university, periodic guardian of the secrets of the corporation, acclaimed by all as director of the tercentenary celebration.”

CHARLES MOORE, doctor of arts, of Washington, D.C., chairman of the National Commission of Fine Arts—“Chairman of the National Commission of Fine Arts, a citizen who has labored unremittingly for the orderly development of our national capital.”

JOSEPH AUGUSTINE CUSHMAN, doctor of science, of Sharon, biologist, director of the Cushman Laboratory for foraminiferal research, also on Harvard faculty—“A pioneer biologist whose microscope explores the geologic ages; a guide to men who pierce the veil in search of liquid treasure.”

JOHN MILLER TURCIN FINNEY, doctor of laws, surgeon, of Baltimore, Md.—“A surgeon never contented with his skill, a wise statesman among those who yearly work fresh miracles with the knife.”

EDMUND EZRA DAY, doctor of laws, of New York City, director of the Division of Social Sciences. Rockefeller Foundation, and president-elect of Cornell University—“An administrator experienced in the ways of men and economist undisturbed by the uncertainties of conflicting creeds, the president of Cornell who faces new duties with confidence born of past accomplishments.”

WALTER BRADFORD CANNON, doctor of science, George Higginson professor of Physiology, Harvard Medical School—“A physiologist whose careful experimentation with living animals is unfolding to generations of future doctors new knowledge of those immutable laws which govern the human body.”

SIR RAYMOND UNWIN, doctor of arts, architect and city planner of London, England—“Architect and city planner and enemy of ugliness and squabbling living, a friend of more abundant beauty for all mankind.”

WILLIAM HENRY CARDINAL O’CONNELL, doctor of laws—“For three decades the Archbishop of Boston, a son of this commonwealth, honored as a faithful shepherd of a multitude of devoted citizens.”

ROBERT FROST, doctor of letters, poet, Amherst, Mass.—“The poet of New England; his friendship quickens the talent of tomorrow, his art perpetuates the inner spirit of our countryside.”